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 "The Soil of an Unknown America"

 New World Lost Empires and the Debate over Cultural Origins

 Angela Miller  In the middle decades of the nineteenth

 century, many theories about the origins

 of culture in the New World emerged
 focusing on the mounds of the Ohio and
 Mississippi Valleys. A people labeled the
 Mound Builders were credited with

 constructing these earthen formations-
 effigy, burial, and temple mounds as well
 as fortified enclosures in a variety of

 shapes-along the river valleys that served
 as the major arteries of settlement in the

 period of antebellum expansion. During
 these same years, the Mesoamerican

 civilization of the Maya first came to the

 attention of American audiences through
 the travel writings of the American John

 Lloyd Stephens and the engravings of
 the English artist Frederick Catherwood,

 who accompanied him. Their imagina-
 tively resonant descriptions and images
 challenged the public conception of the
 New World as a virgin continent unbur-
 dened by the historical legacies of past

 settlements. To audiences of a growing
 body of archaeological writings, literature,
 and poetry, the "New" World came to be
 seen as the sepulcher of earlier empires.
 Far from being unsullied by history,

 America was now recognized as the stage
 of cycle after cycle of warring races, of

 which the European invasion was only the
 most recent and by no means the most

 privileged.'

 The nineteenth-century interest in pre-
 European New World cultures comprised
 a map of historical anxieties centering on

 America's imperial identity during the

 period of its most rapid territorial expan-
 sion. A spectrum of persuasions found
 expression in the myth of the Mound

 Builders as an ancient and peaceful
 agrarian society that had been annihilated
 by a wave of Indian invaders before the

 arrival of the Europeans. Nationalists of

 the "Young America" stripe used the

 Mound Builder myth to justify their own
 hostile incursions and displacements of
 "primitive" tribes who had themselves

 displaced earlier cultures and who now
 stood in the way of progress toward the

 republican millennium. Whig observers,
 favoring a gradual settlement of the West

 and the protection of tribal rights,

 responded to the same Mound Builder
 myth with regrets for lost innocence, for a

 mythic past that was static, arcadian, and

 beyond history-a past drowned out by
 the roar of the imperial present. The
 Mound Builder myth flourished in the

 shadowy area between competing national
 ideals: a virile young republic whose
 ambitions could not be contained within

 existing social and geographical bound-
 aries, and an agrarian nation of virtuous

 citizen-farmers resistant to change. The
 hold of this myth over the popular

 John Egan, Circleville, Ohio
 (detail), scene 2 of Panorama of
 the Monumental Grandeur of the
 Mississippi Valley, ca. 1850
 Tempera on muslin sheeting, 2.3 x
 106.7 m (7 /2 x 348 ft.). St. Louis Art
 Museum, Eliza McMillan Fund
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 1 Asher B. Durand, Sunday
 Morning, 1860. Oil on canvas, 71.7
 x 106.7 cm (28 x 42 in.). New Britain
 Museum of American Art, Connecti-

 cut, Charles F. Smith Fund
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 imagination was precisely because it
 addressed both aspects of the national

 ideal-the commitment to progress and
 the quest for stability, a contradictory

 stance summed up many years ago in
 Marvin Meyers's description of
 Jacksonian "venturous conservatives."2

 Forced to reckon with the dynamic

 and evolving character of history, citizens

 of the new Republic took refuge in the

 appealing image of a decentralized
 agrarian culture so pervasive in wishful
 representations of antebellum America
 such as Asher B. Durand's Sunday
 Morning (fig. 1). For members of a society

 undergoing a high degree of economic
 and social unsettling, the Mound Builder
 civilization came to symbolize a lost

 paradise, peaceful, nonaggressive, forever

 poised beyond the pale of history. Like
 the virtuous American Republic of the

 Founding Fathers as it was presented in
 the antebellum political and social
 rhetoric of declension, the Mound

 Builder culture, according to the mythic
 narrative, was swept aside by a race of

 marauding nomads whose historical
 trajectory was both brief and uncertain.

 The Mound Builder myth represented
 one aspect of American identity in its

 nationalizing phase-regressive and
 nostalgic, bound to havens astern, to
 rephrase Herman Melville in Moby Dick.
 It also expressed widespread conservative
 doubts about the future. Even at the

 height of chest-thumping nationalism,

 Americans still clung to an older
 pre-imperial identity of nonexpansive

 settlement adjusted to the natural
 order.

 Artistic images of the Mound Builder
 culture of the Ohio and Mississippi
 Valleys are rare.3 There is one notable

 exception, however: the Panorama of the
 Monumental Grandeur of the Mississippi

 Valley (1850), a series of twenty-five
 vignettes painted in tempera on muslin.
 This horizontal scroll, 7 12 feet high and
 348 feet long, was unwound before
 viewers in darkened theaters throughout
 the Mississippi Valley. The panorama was

 painted by the Irish emigrd artist John J.,

 10 Summer/Fall 1994
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 or I. J., Egan. Based in Philadelphia, Egan
 received the panorama commission from
 Montroville Wilson Dickeson, a doctor

 from Philadelphia who was among the
 first to excavate the Mississippian mounds
 between 1837 and 1844. After the

 panorama was exhibited in Philadelphia
 in 1851, Egan took it on tour. With the
 aid of a "cabinet of Indian Curiosities,"

 The Mound Builder myth flour-

 ished in the shadowy area be-

 tween competing national ideals:

 a virile young republic whose
 ambitions could not be contained

 within existing social and geo-

 graphical boundaries, and an

 agrarian nation of virtuous

 citizen-farmers resistant to

 change.

 which handbills claimed included forty
 thousand relics collected from one

 thousand mounds, Dickeson toured the

 Mississippi Valley lecturing on his finds

 and hoping to make enough money to
 fund further archaeological investigation.
 Egan's dramatic bird's-eye views, like

 Plantation ofFeriday Indian Mounds,
 Louisiana (fig. 2), furnished Dickeson
 with the stage scenery of his narrative, a

 "magnificent Scenic Mirror, covering

 15,000 feet of canvass," according to the
 handbill.4 In tandem, they offered

 audiences a highly romanticized and
 evocative expedition into the mysteries
 of the Mound Builders and the curious

 reversals of history that characterized the

 cycles of empire in the New World.
 By portraying contemporary America

 as the latest in a chain of empires that

 charted a familiar pattern of rise and fall,

 the Mound Builder myth gave the young
 Republic a usable history. But images
 such as Egan's view of a twelve-gated

 labyrinth in Missouri (fig. 3) also threat-
 ened the mythic status of the American as

 the new Adam occupying a historical
 vacuum. The other side of America's

 millennial promise as a new republic
 unmarked by history was what one writer

 termed "the apocalypse of the West and

 its mystic mound seals." Opening up
 these seals to the light of day revealed the

 accumulated bones of centuries. Egan's
 view of the opening of a mound (fig. 4)
 by Dr. Dickeson, for example, evoked not
 a new millennial heaven on earth but a

 day of judgment. One of numerous
 publications on the Mound Builder
 culture mused that "we now wander

 among the mysterious remains of the race

 which once possessed all this land ...
 [and] are constantly walking over the
 graves of an immense population."
 Settlement and the din of enterprise

 seemed a travesty in the presence of such
 antiquity. Josiah Priest, a colorful and
 eclectic contributor to the Mound Builder

 myth and author of the widely read

 American Antiquities (1833), wrote that
 "revolutions like those known in the old

 world, may have taken place here, and
 armies, equal to those of Cyrus, of
 Alexander the Great, or of Tamerlane the

 powerful, might have flourished their
 trumpets, and marched to battle, over

 these extensive plains."5 Such rhetoric

 strangely inverted the widely touted

 American pride in having escaped the Old
 World's cycles of history.

 To some, evidence of ancient empires
 gave substance to the idea of an American

 history commensurate with Europe's.
 Writers such as William Cullen Bryant,
 most vividly in his poem "The Prairies"

 (1832-33), seized on such native empires
 as the Mound Builders to create narratives

 structured around a cyclical pattern of rise

 11 American Art
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 2 John J. Egan, Plantation ofFeriday
 Indian Mounds, Louisiana, scene

 19 of Panorama of the Monumen-
 tal Grandeur of the Mississippi
 Valley, ca. 1850. Tempera on
 muslin sheeting, 2.3 x 106.7 m (7 /2 x
 348 ft.). St. Louis Art Museum, Eliza
 McMillan Fund
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 3 John J. Egan, Twelve-Gated
 Labyrinth, Missouri, scene 7 of
 Panorama of the Monumental
 Grandeur of the Mississippi Valley,
 ca. 1850

 and fall. Always lurking beneath the
 surface of these texts, however, is the sense

 that the American Republic itself was the

 real subject. For from the 1830s on, the

 United States seemed to be replicating
 behavior that Protestant Americans were

 long conditioned to associate with
 wrathful retribution and catastrophic
 decline.

 Conveniently, the very evidence that

 provoked anxieties about the fate of
 empires also offered comfort, with the

 help of some inventive theorizing. In the

 culture of the Mound Builders, apologists
 of expansion found a rationale for their

 own policies of Indian removal. Accord-
 ing to the myth, the modern-day Indians
 of North America-victims of American

 expansion-had themselves forcibly
 possessed a land already inhabited by the

 peaceful Mound Builders. The idea that
 the continent had already been dispeopled
 once by an invasion of another race gave a

 kind of legitimacy to the current displace-
 ment and removal of tribal peoples. (An
 editorial in the Nation inspired by the
 Columbian Quincentenary echoed this
 same rationale, this time directed at the

 political opposition to Columbus Day:
 "The Arawaks who were done in by
 Columbus's sailors, the Inca, the
 Comanche and the rest were not the

 original but only the most recent inhabit-

 ants." Elsewhere in the same essay the

 writer states, "1492 was a very good year.")'
 Also justifying white usurpation of the

 continent was the denial of any cultural or
 racial link between the Mound Builders

 and the Indians then being displaced by
 white settlement. As Priest put it:

 We are veryfar from believing the Indians

 of the present time, to be the aborigines of

 America;... [they] are usurpers [who] have
 by force of bloody warfare, exterminated the

 original inhabitants, takingpossession of

 their country, property, and, in some few

 instances, retaining arts, learned of those

 very nations.

 The Mound Builders were the lost tribes

 of Israel; they were Vikings, or migrants
 from Phoenicia, Egypt, or Atlantis-
 indeed anything other than ancestors of
 the very Indians white settlers were then
 encountering. Some even claimed that the

 14 Summer/Fall 1994
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 4 John J. Egan, Opening a Mound
 scene 20 of Panorama of the
 Monumental Grandeur of the
 Mississippi Valley, ca. 1850
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 mysterious Mound Builders were a race of
 "white Indians" who came from the Old

 World in the twelfth century, having

 crossed the seas in the company of Madoc,
 Prince of Wales. Descendants of Madoc's

 legendary colony were Welsh-speaking
 Indians scattered throughout the West. As
 late as 1871, an article on the Mound

 Builders stated that the majority opinion
 weighed in on the side of Old World
 origins. Those who believed the Mound
 Builders to be racially related to the

 American Indian were relatively few.7
 For others, evidence of ancient civiliza-

 tions in the "New" World provoked
 claims of historical priority: now was the

 chance to get back for decades of belittle-

 ment at the hands of patronizing Europe-
 ans. In this spirit Priest cited a letter
 written by Samuel L. Mitchill of the

 American Antiquarian Society to New
 York governor De Witt Clinton concern-
 ing recent archaeological finds: "I avoid
 the opportunity ... of stating, that
 America was the cradle of the human race;

 of tracing its colonies westwardover the

 Pacific Ocean, .. . of following the
 emigrants by land and water, until they

 reached Europe and Africa." In an ecstasy
 of condescension, Mitchill concluded, "I

 thought it scarcely worth the while to

 inform an European, that in coming to
 America, he had left the new world

 behind him, for the purpose of visiting

 the old." Priest, modestly disclaiming any

 such beliefs, went on to argue that Noah
 was one of the original Americans. "We
 come to a conclusion that here, perhaps in
 the very State of New York, the miracu-

 lous vessel was erected," effectively placing
 the Empire State at the center of the

 biblical deluge narrative, a belief he shared
 with Joseph Smith. Priest made clear the

 rationale motivating such theories: "Who
 will believe for a moment, that the
 common Indian of the west, who were

 derived in part from the wandering
 hordes of the Northern Tartar race of

 Asia, were the authors of these works;

 bearing the marks of so much labor and
 scientific calculation in their construction,
 it cannot be."8

 15 American Art
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 Whether the Mound Builders origi-
 nated in the Old World or the New, the

 case seemed settled that they were not

 linked in any manner to the more "primi-
 tive" Indians of the modern day. Such

 ingenious theorizing insisted upon the

 degenerate status of colonized popula-
 tions, whose presumed cultural decline
 justified the imperial motives of the
 colonizers.' Despite theories of cultural
 decline, the nomadic tribes being forced
 westward by the pressure of white expan-
 sion were, paradoxically, denied a history.

 For to have given them one would have

 empowered them with an earlier and

 defining presence and to correspondingly
 weaken the claims of white Americans to

 the continent they called "virgin." It
 meant that those searching for a national

 genealogy had not only to overthrow the
 European father figure that cast his
 shadow over all efforts to establish a

 youthful identity, but also to evict the

 previous inhabitants of the family estate,
 who themselves held a patrimony and a

 rightful claim to the soil. In essence,
 genocide became another form of
 patricide.

 The "Grand Law of Development"

 To modern eyes, theories that cast the

 American Indian as an invading race who
 had dispossessed an earlier, more civilized

 society seem transparently self-serving.

 However, they performed on a number
 of levels at once. In the minds of most

 nineteenth-century observers, the
 nomadic and warlike Plains Indians

 represented a notable decline from the
 settled and peaceful Mound Builders. As
 one nineteenth-century poem expressed
 it, the Mound Builder culture was "the
 forerunner of cities"; that of the Indian,

 by contrast, "the fag-end of creation." In

 16 Summer/Fall 1994
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 6 Frederick Catherwood, Pyramidal
 Building and Fragments of
 Sculpture at Copan. Lithograph
 published in Views ofAncient
 Monuments in CentralAmerica,

 Chiapas and Yucatan (New York:
 Bartlett and Welford, 1844), pl. 2
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 1839 John Delafield wrote, "That these
 ancient remains were not constructed by

 the ancestors of the present Indian tribes,
 may be inferred . .. from the evidence

 they bear of skill, mechanical ingenuity,

 and untiring perseverance and industry-
 qualities differing widely from the
 characteristic traits of the North American

 Indian."10

 Had these two peoples represented
 different phases in a single cultural
 development, the inevitable conclusion
 would have been that of downward slide

 rather than upward progress in the history

 of the continent. Americans struggled to
 integrate the evidence of decline in the
 fate of individual nations with their faith

 in cultural progress, or what the American
 Review termed the "Grand Law of

 Development." This ideological necessity
 compelled them to theorize that the

 Mound Builder culture of the Mississippi
 Valley represented an earlier and therefore
 less-developed phase along a trajectory
 culminating in the full-blown civilizations

 of Mexico and Central America. By
 comparing the rudimentary structure in

 Egan's Temple of the Sun by Sunset,

 Etowah, Georgia (fig. 5) with the highly

 evolved ruins in Catherwood's Pyramidal
 Building and Fragments of Sculpture at
 Copan (fig. 6), we can see that what

 appeared from one angle as a downward
 spiral of culture reappeared through a
 slight adjustment in perspective as an
 upward movement. By the same token,

 the decline of former empires on the
 "virgin" soil of the New World could be
 recast as a vindication of the "Grand Law

 of Development" simply by placing
 European Americans at the vanguard.
 What appeared to be a setback for
 individual cultures emerged in the

 grander scheme of things as an overall

 triumph for the law of progress, under-
 written by the combined force of democ-

 racy and Christianity." The strategy of
 keeping Indians and Mound Builders
 racially separate further justified the

 next turn of the historical cycle-the

 17 American Art
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 7 John J. Egan, Circleville, Ohio,
 scene 2 of Panorama of the
 Monumental Grandeur of the
 Mississippi Valley, ca. 1850

 -_?.i-;

 dispossession of the dispossessors. Since
 the Indians had no rightful claim to the
 continent as first dwellers, and since they

 represented a decline in the overall

 standard of civilization set by the Mound

 Builders, it was only right that they

 should in turn give way before the

 superior civilizing agency of the white
 European "invaders."

 The Egan panorama suggests several
 elements in common with the popular
 myth of the Mound Builders. The
 panorama shifts from idyllic views of

 Indian life in the present, set within the

 dramatic backdrop of prehistoric remains,

 to contemporaneous white settlement of

 the valley, interspersed with historical

 episodes from the conquest period, such
 as the burial of Hernando de Soto and the

 Indian massacre of the French garrison at
 Fort Rosalie in 1729. In the historical

 layering of his narrative, Dickeson shared
 his contemporaries' fascination with the

 cycles of empire in the New World,

 from the grandiose monuments of the

 pre-European era to the nomadic Indian
 tribes who followed them, to the history

 of European conquest and the white
 settlement of the Mississippi Valley of his
 own day. The fractured historical narra-
 tive implied by this sequencing of scenes
 was echoed by their visual separation into
 discrete frames.

 Another recognizable element of the

 popular myth inscribed within the

 panorama is the discrepancy between the
 Mound Builders, with their monumental
 achievements, and the Indians of

 Dickeson's day. The foregrounded
 Indians in Egan's views of Circleville and
 Marietta, Ohio (figs. 7, 8), posed against
 the theatrical backdrop of Mound Builder
 fortifications, burial mounds, and myste-

 rious labyrinthine formations, survey the

 remains of the past from both a spatial

 and historical vantage point. Living in
 tents, hunting and fishing, or simply

 contemplating the mysteries of an earlier

 civilization, they signal cultural decline.
 Their presence in the panorama clearly

 confirms certain key prejudices feeding
 the nineteenth-century myth of the cycles

 of New World history. Like the shepherds

 and peasants who populate nineteenth-
 century landscapes of the Italian campagna,

 they furnish picturesque staffage within

 the grand spectacle of the past and
 passively comment on a diminished
 present.

 If the nineteenth-century Indians

 appear as passive observers of the grand
 spectacle of past civilizations, they are at
 least thoroughly naturalized citizens
 within this western wonderland. The

 portrayal of white settlement in the Egan
 panorama, by contrast, verges on the

 18 Summer/Fall 1994
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 8 John Egan, Marietta, Ohio, scene
 1 of Panorama of the Monumental
 Grandeur of the Mississippi Valley,
 ca. 1850

 parodic. Living in cabins occupying
 crude clearings in the woods, the

 panorama's settlers appear to be
 encroachers within a mythic land rather

 than the rightful and predestined inheri-
 tors of the unstoried wilderness, as they

 were often heralded in contemporary

 rhetoric promoting settlement of the
 West. In two separate scenes these
 squatters are shown buffeted by tornadoes

 and hunted down by man-eating wolves.
 Elsewhere, as in the scene of Marietta,

 Ohio (see fig. 8), white settlement is

 overshadowed by the nearby presence of

 mounds and fortifications. The pageant of
 history is played out against the backdrop
 of a nature clearly in sympathy with the

 aboriginal tenants of the West. Nature in
 these views of white settlement consis-

 tently mocks frontier hubris. By contrast,

 it offers a harmonious stage for the noble
 fortifications and mysteriously silent
 mounds that testify to the land's ancient
 history.

 Dickeson's handbill advertising his
 lecture refers to "Indian mounds,"

 "aboriginal monuments," and "antiquities
 and customs of the unhistoried Indian

 tribes." Such an elision of the Indian

 culture of his day with the prehistoric

 Mound Builders signaled Dickeson's break
 with the common wisdom of the period
 that saw Indian and Mound Builder as two

 distinct races.12 Yet if there is no distinct

 separation of the two cultures by race in

 Dickeson's account, there is a sharp
 historical division between a monumental

 past and a present whose achievements

 appear distinctly minor. It is this element

 that most marks Dickeson's archaeologi-
 cal fantasy as a product of his time.

 Those nomadic Indian tribes whose

 very extinction was the measure of

 European-American success in possessing
 the continent would continue to haunt

 the dreams of empire, threatening strange
 forms of revenge. The South African
 novelist J. N. Coetzee recently evoked

 19 American Art
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 9 Thomas Cole, The Course of
 Empire: Destruction, 1836. Oil on
 canvas, 84.5 x 160.6 cm (33 /8 x 63 1/8

 in.). The New-York Historical Society

 this mental landscape of imperial

 colonization in his book Waitingfor
 the Barbarians:

 Empire dooms itself to live in history and

 plot against history. One thought alone

 preoccupies the submerged mind ofEmpire:
 how not to end, how not to die, how to

 prolong its era. By day itpursues its enemies.

 ... By night it feeds on images of disaster:

 the sack of cities, the rape ofpopulations,

 pyramids of bones, acres of desolation.

 In the proverbially innocent antebellum
 decades, Americans, like the South
 Africans of Coetzee's novel, were also

 troubled by imperial nightmares. Thomas

 Cole's Destruction (fig. 9) and Desolation
 from The Course ofEmpire (1833-36, The
 New-York Historical Society) are only the
 most conspicuous examples, made more
 pointed by the fact that Cole fully
 intended the analogy between his ancient
 empire and the United States.13

 The Mound Builder myth not only
 furnished a convenient rationale for

 Indian dispossession, but also vented
 anxieties about the costs of empire and
 the shape of the future. Here was where

 nineteenth-century progressive models of

 history ran headlong into cyclical theories
 that persisted from an older republican
 ideology. Men such as William Cullen
 Bryant, steeped in the English literature of

 ruins, saw reflected in the archaeological
 remains a mirror of their own imperial

 ambitions and guilty consciences. Even as
 defensive apologists for the new nation

 longed for an imperial history commensu-
 rate with that of ancient Rome, the model

 for so much of their cultural life, they also

 dreaded the implications of the imperial

 analogy-that the newest empire, like
 Rome or Britain, would grow and flourish

 through acts of dispossession. The
 Mound Builder myth, in this sense,
 carried the same didactic and hortatory

 function as other ruins imagery: it

 delivered a warning about the perils of

 empire and exhorted contemporaries to

 greater vigilance. In a similar vein, the
 French philosophe Constantin de Volney
 had warned of the dangers of misrule and
 the need for just government in his 1791
 book (fig. 10) Les ruines; ou, meditation
 sur les revolutions des empires (The Ruins;
 or, Meditation on the Revolutions

 of Empires), a tract disguised as an

 20 Summer/Fall 1994
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 10 P. Martini, frontispiece to
 Constantin de Volney, Les ruines;
 ou, meditation sur les revolutions

 des empires (Paris: Chez Desenne,
 Volland, Plassan, 1791)

 imaginary survey of defunct empires that

 became widely known among American
 intellectuals following its New York
 publication in 1796.

 Recovering the Past

 Archaeological discoveries also challenged
 progressive beliefs and promoted a

 version of time as a palimpsest rather

 than a lucid unfolding of historical

 epochs. From the vantage point furnished
 by ancient cultures in the New World,

 the indecipherability of the past raised
 questions about the profile of the future.

 Alexander Bradford, a nineteenth-century
 lawyer and student of Native American

 cultures, employed the romantic imagery
 of ruin to suggest that knowledge of the

 past could only be recovered through a
 process of speculation: "Like the base of
 some ancient column, covered with fallen

 fragments almost defying the efforts of the

 explorer to restore it to its former light

 and glory, primitive history is hidden

 deep amid the gloom of time and the

 crumbling ruins of antiquity, to be

 revealed only by patient inquiry and
 unwearied zeal." If the New World was

 no longer a tabula rasa, its history had to

 be deciphered, like the hieroglyphic
 language that haunted John Lloyd

 Stephens's contemporary Edgar Allen Poe
 in such works as his Narrative ofArthur
 Gordon Pym (1838). The key to its text
 and to the past this text disclosed had to
 be discovered.14

 In 1841 Stephens published his first
 account, illustrated with the drawings of
 Frederick Catherwood, of the mysterious

 remains of a complex Central American
 civilization known as the Maya. This and
 a succeeding publication published in 1843
 furnished Stephens's contemporaries with

 further grist for New World myths of

 cultural declension. They also fueled the
 imaginative reckoning with a past that was
 both grandiose and unknowable.'" The
 encounter of North Americans with this

 interrupted record, this dense palimpsest

 of culture, had the effect of inducing
 anxieties about the discontinuities of

 history. Those who tackled the problem

 of New World origins longed to replace
 the isolated and frustratingly mute relics
 with a universal language of historical
 meaning, the kind provided by a written

 history. Empirical knowledge, associated

 21 American Art
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 11 Frederick Catherwood, Colossal
 Head at Izumal. Lithograph
 published in Ancient Monuments,

 pl. 25
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 with written documents, would chart the

 unknown territory of past cultures. The

 nineteenth-century enterprise of archaeol-

 ogy was thus given urgency by the popular
 conviction that it promised a completed

 history, holding answers not only to the

 past but to the future as well. Yet, as in the

 case of the Maya, more often than not the

 archaeological evidence frustrated the

 quest for a recovered past, raising the

 distinct possibility that history's lessons
 remained unreadable and irretrievable.

 Writing as a seasoned traveler and a

 man of judgment resistant to ungrounded
 theories, Stephens offered his generation a
 contribution that was double-edged,
 countering improbable notions about the
 cultural origins of the Maya but also
 inevitably providing material for further

 speculation. The illustrations Catherwood
 drew on the spot share something of the
 same double-edged quality. So precise
 is their rendition of the difficult convolu-

 tions of Mayan carving that they remain
 invaluable documents for contemporary

 archaeologists. Yet, as Colossal Head at

 Izumal (fig. 11) exemplifies, they are

 couched in romantic images of ruin,

 moonlit landscapes, shadowy jungle
 obscurities, and nature overtaking the

 disjointed remains of an ancient and
 enigmatic culture. Catherwood's illustra-
 tions are powerful visual testaments of the

 double thrust of empirical investigation in

 the nineteenth century, geared toward

 extending the boundaries of knowledge
 into new areas while reconfirming the

 already known through a familiar iconog-

 raphy. Despite their breathtaking clarity,
 Catherwood's illustrations of Mayan
 sites-presented as objective visual
 records-inadvertently supported the
 widely held belief that all evidence of past

 glory was unrelated to the cultural present.

 As with the popular mythology
 surrounding the mounds of the Missis-
 sippi Valley, much speculation preceding
 Stephens's investigations had argued for
 the Old World origins-Phoenician,
 Egyptian, and otherwise-of culture on

 22 Summer/Fall 1994
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 12 Frederick Catherwood, Temple at
 Tuloom. Lithograph published in
 Ancient Monuments, pl. 24

 the Yucatain peninsula. Reviews in the

 periodical press of Stephens's travel

 publications, however, generally endorsed
 his and Catherwood's belief that the

 Mayan Indians who assisted their excava-
 tions (fig. 12) were the racial descendants
 of the elaborately ritualized culture whose

 demise they linked to the Spanish con-

 quest.16 Following Stephens's lead, many
 reviewers pondered the reasons for the
 evident decline in the cultural status of

 the Maya Indians, the most striking result
 of which was the loss of historic memory-
 the virtual absence of any traditional
 knowledge about their ancestors. Refer-
 ring to the intact empire of the Maya
 before the Spanish conquest, one reviewer

 of Stephens's Incidents of Travel in
 Yucatan asserted:

 Their traditions ... were then entire, their

 languages uncorrupted, and their spirit

 unsubdued; but the Indians of the present

 day are as mere ruins of the proud races from

 which they descended, as the crumbling walls

 now are of the stupendous edifices to which

 they belonged, and the silence of both with

 respect to the past is alike profound.

 This gap in the historical record would be
 closed only when researchers such as

 Stephens would bring the light of ad-
 vanced civilization to the obscurities of

 the continent's pre-European history.'7

 23 American Art
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 Imperial Rivalries

 In their search for answers about the

 continent's prehistory as well as clues to

 its imperial future, many Americans
 found their own New World deeply
 implicated in imperial rivalries. As they

 struggled to construct a genealogy for
 their youthful republic, they encountered

 a specter of their own worst fears in the
 ruins of former cultures. Catherwood's

 Broken Idol at Copan (fig. 13) summoned
 forth visions of idolatrous worship and

 dark rituals that haunted the quest for a

 republic governed by human reason and

 Those nomadic Indian tribes

 whose very extinction was the

 measure of European-American

 success in possessing the continent
 would continue to haunt the

 dreams of empire, threatening

 strange forms of revenge.

 willed restraint. Only a few years after the

 publication of Stephens's travels in
 Central America, the United States

 embarked on its first full-blown imperial
 war, the Mexican-American War of

 1846-48, resulting in the acquisition of
 lands that vastly enlarged the Republic.
 Launched by a territorially ambitious

 Democratic party regime, the war effort
 was widely criticized by the opposing

 Whig party and others with a more
 conservative conception of American
 destiny. Polemics against the war raised
 anxieties about a corrupt imperial regime,

 reeking with the blood of conquered
 nations.18 The war seemed to bear out the

 fears of those anxious to distinguish their
 own republican ambitions from the
 motives of earlier empires.

 Such imperial discourse, however, was
 already well in place before the war with

 Mexico brought it home and indeed was
 borne out by the nation's treatment of its

 native peoples. American reviewers of

 Stephens's book appeared to be searching
 for reasons why their nation's historical

 trajectory differed from that of the

 Maya. Dodging the issue of imperial
 behavior that eroded the distinctions

 between America and earlier conquering
 nations, they emphasized the differences
 between democratic and autocratic

 institutions. Gaps in the historical record

 engendered all manner of theory and
 speculation:

 It seems probable that all the nations of this

 continent, which rose above the level of

 barbarism, had a powerful priesthood, allied

 by interest and perhaps by blood with the

 governing families, in whose hands the

 knowledge possessed in the nation was

 lodged, and whose control over the common

 people, founded upon religious notions, was

 absolute. The greatness of the empire of
 Mexico was built on a close union between

 the priests and the nobles or chief warriors.

 In similar fashion, the Inca empire of
 Peru "has been called a monastic despo-
 tism."'" With the Spanish conquest and
 the resulting demise of the class in
 possession of cultural knowledge, the

 collapse of New World empires was
 virtually assured. Offering a tried-and-

 true republican discourse that condemned
 the cabalistic practices of a caste of priests
 and rulers, theorists linked interruptions
 in historical memory to corrupt royal

 institutions. Such arguments functioned

 to reaffirm the superiority of advanced
 democracies such as the United States. In

 the new Republic, knowledge of the past
 was an open book, and all white male
 citizens participated in shaping the
 present. Yet doubts recurred, and
 much imaginative literature as well as
 the pseudoscientific theorizing of
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 13 Frederick Catherwood, Broken

 Idol at Copan. Lithograph published
 in Ancient Monuments, pl. 4

 contemporary archaeology functioned to
 both vent such anxieties and allay them.

 By arguing that culture in the New
 World replicated the rise and fall of Old

 World empires, apologists both
 historicized and naturalized the process of

 continental settlement, absorbing it into a
 much longer historical perspective that

 appeared, in its regularity and predictabil-
 ity, to be part of the very course of nature

 itself. Yet the next step in the logic of
 such imperial discourse was to acknowl-
 edge that the Republic, currently on the
 up side of the historical wheel, would
 eventually be carried down by the force of
 its own momentum and the inevitable

 laws that guided all empires. Just as
 peaceful cultures like the Mound Builders
 had fallen at the hands of stronger enemies,

 so powerful empires like the United States
 would succumb to their own craven sins

 of greed and corrupting wealth. Rot from
 within would prepare the way for a host
 of external threats. Here the voices of

 warning replaced the rhetoric of celebra-

 tion. The troubling parallel with ancient
 Rome, coupled with the fascination over
 the cycles of New World empires, per-

 sisted well into the period of Romantic

 progressivism and continued to shadow
 the rhetoric of expansionism.

 In Mardi (1849), Melville's allegory of
 American empire, celebration and anxiety

 are two sides of the same coin. In evoking
 the spirit of his new empire, Melville
 wrote that "the eagle of Romara [or
 Rome] revives in your own mountain
 bird, and once more is plumed for her

 25 American Art
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 flight. Her screams are answered by the
 vauntful cry of a hawk; his red comb yet

 reeking with slaughter. And one East, one
 West, those bold birds may fly, till they

 lock pinions in the mid-most beyond."'

 Yet the next step in the logic of

 such imperial discourse was to

 acknowledge that the Republic,

 currently on the up side of the
 historical wheel, would eventu-

 ally be carried down by the force

 of its own momentum and the

 inevitable laws that guided all

 empires.

 "But," Melville wrote as a conclusion to

 his apparent celebration, "soaring in the
 sky over the nations that shall gather their

 broods under their wings, that bloody

 hawk may hereafter be taken for an eagle.

 And though crimson republics may rise in
 constellations,..,. yet down must they
 sink at last."20 Melville's contemporary

 Cornelius Mathews used the saga of
 ancient races in prehistoric America to

 explore in disguised form a theme that
 would have been taboo for him as a

 nationalist Young America author-
 the theme of European Americans

 dispeopling a continent in their imperial

 quest for dominance. In his extended
 poem Wakondah, the fearful power speeds

 like the pale white courser ofSt. John,

 With rage and dreadful uproar thundering on!

 At every step old shadows fly aloof,

 While on and on he bounds with strength

 enough

 To master valley, hill, and echoing plain-

 Cheered by the outcry of a savage train

 Of white-browed hunters armed in deadly

 proof.

 Likewise in the story "Behemoth," the

 Mound Builders are menaced by a giant
 creature whose impact is linked through

 imagery with devastations by white
 settlers as they marched and plowed

 and axed their way across the continent.21

 In both the poem and the longer
 narrative, Mathews described a terrible

 scourge wreaking havoc on a peaceful
 and settled culture, uncannily sug-

 gesting the destructive power of white
 expansionism.

 Ambivalence accompanied the Republic's
 rise to a defining position in history. The
 encounter with now-dead New World
 cultures allowed Americans to act out a

 variety of narratives and roles through the

 objective language of a pseudoscientific
 archaeology. It gave them a chance to

 explore the nether side of imperial
 identity by associating themselves with

 the dispossessed and by demonizing the
 dispossessors-those very Indians they
 were currently pushing farther west. Even
 as this encounter satisfied a longing for a

 more serene past, by offering a didactic
 lesson in the cycles of history and the

 dangers of imperial hubris, it acknowl-

 edged and exorcised the growing burden
 of imperial guilt many Americans were
 experiencing by the 1840s. For those who
 used history to justify their displacement

 of native peoples, those marginalized by
 American expansion, the myth permitted
 a form of historical self-delusion that

 transferred the sins of the conquerors

 onto the conquered.
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 The phrase in the title of this essay is from the
 Nicaraguan poet Ruben Dario's "Tutecotzimi,"
 in a volume of poems entitled El Canto Errante
 (Madrid: M. Perez Villavicencio, 1907).

 1 The basic source on the Mound Builder

 controversy is Robert Silverberg, The
 Mound Builders ofAncient America (New
 York: New York Graphic Society, 1968).
 See also Brian Fagan, Elusive Treasure: The
 Story ofEarly Archaeologists in the Americas
 (New York: Scribner's, 1977); and Robert
 Wauchope, Lost Tribes and Sunken
 Continents (Chicago: University of
 Chicago Press, 1962). On John Lloyd
 Stephens and Frederick Catherwood, see
 Victor von Hagen, Maya Explorer
 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
 1947); von Hagen, Frederick Catherwood,
 Architect (New York: Oxford University
 Press, 1950); and C. W. Ceram, Gods,
 Graves, and Scholars (New York: Knopf,
 1953).

 2 On the Whig policy toward Native
 Americans, see Daniel Walker Howe, The
 Political Culture of the American Whigs
 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
 1979), esp. pp. 40-42. On "venturous
 conservatives," see Marvin Meyers, The
 Jacksonian Persuasion: Politics and Belief
 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
 Press, 1957), pp. 33ff.

 3 My search of the Inventory of American
 Paintings at the Smithsonian Institution
 turned up only one such image, by an
 anonymous artist, of the Cahokia Mounds
 area around St. Louis. The work, in the
 Madison County Historical Society in
 Edwardsville, Illinois, was painted between
 1850 and 1870. The only explanation I
 can offer regarding this paucity of images
 is that artistic activity in the Mississippi
 Valley during the early stages of settle-
 ment, before so many archaeological sites
 were leveled or otherwise destroyed, was
 relatively rare and was devoted primarily to
 portraiture.

 4 The handbill for the panorama is
 reproduced in Perry Rathbone, Mississippi
 Panorama (St. Louis: City Art Museum of
 St. Louis, 1950), pp. 15-16. See also J.
 Alden Mason, "Grand Moving Diorama, a
 Special Feature," Pennsylvania Archaeologist
 12 (January 1942): 14-16; Rathbone, pp.
 13-16, 127-35; Wolfgang Born, American
 Landscape Painting (New Haven: Yale
 University Press, 1948), pp. 91-96; John
 F. McDermott, The Lost Panoramas of the
 Mississippi River (Chicago: University of
 Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 170-72; and
 Lisa Lyons, "Panorama of the Monumen-
 tal Grandeur of the Mississippi Valley,"
 Design Quarterly 101-2 (1976): 32-33.
 Montroville Wilson Dickeson's artifacts
 are now in the University Museum of
 Archaeology and Anthropology, University
 of Pennsylvania, which acquired them
 after 1885. An account of the collection is
 given in Stewart Culin, "Dickeson
 Collection of American Antiquities,"

 Bulletin of the Free Museum of Science and
 Art of the University of Pennsylvania 2
 (January 1900): 113-68.

 5 "The Mound Builder," Continental
 Monthly 5 (May 1864): 517; Charles
 McIlvaine, preface to John Delafield, An
 Inquiry into the Origin of the Antiquities of
 America (New York: Colt, Burgess and
 Co., 1839), pp. 6-7; and Josiah Priest,
 American Antiquities, and Discoveries in the
 West... (Albany: Hoffman and White,
 1833), p. 55.

 6 Christopher Hitchens, "Minority Report,"
 Nation 225 (19 October 1992): 422.

 7 Priest, p. 93; and Franqois Rene de
 Chateaubriand, Chateaubriand's Travels in
 America, 1827, trans. Richard Switzer
 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press,
 1969), p. 49; see also p. 178. See "Extinct
 Races of America: The Mound Builders,"
 National Quarterly Review 24 (December
 1871): 140-41. Not until the 1890s were
 such theories of Old World origins
 definitively laid to rest, although the
 process was well under way by 1887, when
 Cyrus Thomas, directed to conduct
 mound explorations by John Wesley
 Powell, head of the Smithsonian
 Institution's Bureau of Ethnology,
 published the bureau's twelfth annual
 report disputing the "lost race" theory. See
 Silverberg, pp. 166-221. Recent studies of
 the Mound Builders include Roger G.
 Kennedy, Hidden Cities: The Discovery and
 Loss ofAncient North American Civilization
 (New York: Free Press, 1994); Towns and
 Temples along the Mississippi (Tuscaloosa:
 University of Alabama Press, 1990); and
 Lynda Shaffer, Native Americans before
 1492: The Moundbuilding Centers of the
 Eastern Woodlands (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E.
 Sharpe, 1992).

 8 Samuel L. Mitchill, quoted by Priest, p.
 17; and Priest, pp. 131, 160.

 9 See Edward Said, Orientalism (New York:
 Random House, 1978).

 10 "The Mound Builder," pp. 521-22; and
 Delafield, p. 18.

 11 "New Mexico and California," American
 Review, n.s., 2 (November 1848): 526. See
 also Alexander Bradford, American

 Antiquities and Researches into the Origin
 and History ofthe Red Race (New York:
 Wiley and Putnam, 1843), pp. 434-35.

 12 This is true even of such a meticulous

 study as E. G. Squier's Ancient Monuments
 of the Mississippi Valley (New York:
 Bartlett and Welford), which, when it was
 published in 1848 under Smithsonian
 sponsorship, represented the current state
 of knowledge about the Mound Builders.

 13 J. N. Coetzee, Waitingfor the Barbarians
 (New York: Penguin Books, 1982), p.
 133. On empire building by "fragment

 societies," see Louis Hartz, The Founding
 ofNew Societies: Studies in the History ofthe
 United States, Latin America, South Africa,
 Canada, andAustralia (New York:
 Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1964). See
 also Angela Miller, "Thomas Cole and
 Jacksonian America: The Course ofEmpire
 as Political Allegory," in Prospects: An
 Interdisciplinary Journal ofAmerican
 Culture (Cambridge University Press
 Annual, 1989), pp. 65-92.

 14 Bradford, p. 11. On the connection
 between John Lloyd Stephens and Edgar
 Allen Poe, see Van Wyck Brooks, The
 World of Washington Irving (New York: E.
 P. Dutton, 1944), p. 495. On the
 fascination with cryptic languages, see
 John T. Irwin, American Hieroglyphics: The
 Symbol of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics in the
 American Renaissance (New Haven: Yale
 University Press, 1980).

 15 John Lloyd Stephens, Incidents of Travel in
 CentralAmerica, Chiapas and Yucatan, 2
 vols. (New York: Harper, 1841); and
 Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, 2
 vols. (New York: Harper, 1843). On the
 cultural context within which Stephens
 published his work, see Brooks, pp.
 497-98.

 16 This opinion is clearly set forth in
 Frederick Catherwood, introduction to
 Views ofAncient Monuments in Central
 America, Chiapas and Yucatan (New York:
 Bartlett and Welford, 1844), p. 140, as
 well as throughout Stephens, Yucatan, vol.
 1; see, for instance, pp. 62-64, 183-86.

 17 Review of John Lloyd Stephens, Incidents
 of Travel in Yucatan, Methodist Quarterly
 Review 25 (April 1843): 289; and "Literary
 Notices: Incidents of Travel in Yucatan,"
 Knickerbocker 21 (April 1843): 364-67.

 18 A particularly vivid example is Theodore
 Parker's "Sermon of War," preached 7
 June 1846. See Angela Miller, Empire of
 the Eye: Landscape Representation and
 American Cultural Politics, 1825-1875
 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993),
 pp. 118-19.

 19 "Stephens' Incidents of Travel in Yucatan,"
 New Englander 1 (July 1843): 432; see also
 p. 426. It is worth noting that while the
 Mound Builders were idealized, the
 Mesoamerican cultures tended to be
 demonized.

 20 Herman Melville, Mardi, excerpted from
 The Writings ofHerman Melville, 15 vols.
 (Evanston: Northwestern University Press
 and the Newberry Library, 1970), 3:527.

 21 Cornelius Mathews, "Wakondah; The
 Master of Life, A Poem," in The Various
 Writings of Cornelius Mathews (New York:
 Harper and Bros., 1843), p. 165; and
 Mathews, Behemoth: A Legend of the
 Mound-Builders (1839; reprint, New York:
 Garrett Press, 1970).
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